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Journal/ Magazine
Title: “Physics Lesson For Officer Darren Wilson” /Douglas Powell aka Roscoe Burnems
Publisher: Drunk In A Midnight Choir
Date: February 2015
# of pages: 1
https://drunkinamidnightchoir.wordpress.com/author/roscoebpoetry/

Journal/ Magazine
Title: “And…And…And…” /Douglas Powell aka Roscoe Burnems
Publisher: Drunk In A Midnight Choir
Date: April 2015
# of pages: 1
https://drunkinamidnightchoir.wordpress.com/author/roscoebpoetry/

Journal/ Magazine
Title: “Bastard and Bite” /Douglas Powell aka Roscoe Burnems
Publisher: Drunk In A Midnight Choir
Date: April 2016
# of pages: 1
https://drunkinamidnightchoir.wordpress.com/author/roscoebpoetry/

Journal/ Magazine
Title: “Gallery” /Douglas Powell aka Roscoe Burnems
Publisher: Into Quarterly
Date: May 2016
# of pages: 1
ISBN: 978-0996986120

Journal/ Magazine
Title: "Not Thirst. Preparation" /Douglas Powell aka Roscoe Burnems
Publisher: Beltway Quarterly
Volume: Vol. 17, Issue 4 (Fall 2016)
# of pages: 1
https://www.beltwaypoetry.com/not-thirst-preparation
Video Publication
Title: "Lady At The Counter" /Douglas Powell aka Roscoe Burnems
Publisher: Button Poetry
https://youtu.be/ysaN1WHCkQA

Journal/ Magazine
Title: “Breastroke”, “Chrysalis" /Douglas Powell aka Roscoe Burnems
Publisher: Fredericksburg Literary Art Review
Volume: Vol. 5, Issue 1 (Summer 2017)
# of pages: 2
http://www.freezeraypoetry.com/roscoe-burnems.html

Journal/ Magazine
Title: “Dearly Beloved, An Ode” /Douglas Powell aka Roscoe Burnems
Publisher: Freeze Ray Poetry
Volume: Vol. #15 (Spring 2018)
# of pages: 2
http://www.freezeraypoetry.com/roscoe-burnems.html

Journal/ Magazine
Title: “When They Say”, “August 12th, 2016”, “The Big Chop” /Douglas Powell aka Roscoe Burnems
Publisher: Flypaper Poetry Issue 3
Volume: March 2018
# of pages: 4
https://issuu.com/flypapermag/docs/flypaper_poetry_issue_iii

Video Publication
Title: “Lycanthropy”, "Kiss" /Douglas Powell aka Roscoe Burnems
Publisher: TEDx Youth
Volume: Rewriting Masculinity (2019)
# of pages: N/A
https://youtu.be/vqHvEFKXUCA

Journal/ Magazine
Title: “The Truth About God/Agnostic” /Douglas Powell aka Roscoe Burnems
Publisher: For Lack Of Better Words
Volume: July 2020
# of pages: 1